Agency’s manual workflow is
inefficient and unorganized.
 Tasks take too long to
move forward and/or get
completed
 No capability to track the
work a staff person has
completed on a given day
 Unclear ownership of work
 Data entry screens are
awkward and inefficient

Streamline your processes with
GL Suite’s flexible automatic
workflow functionality.
 Custom dashboards provide a
high-level look at all the work a
staff person must complete,
along with deadlines
 Efficiently route work through
your system using configured
business rules
 Batch data entry saves you time

GL Suite’s workflow capabilities allow agency staff to login and
see an itemized list of exactly what work they must complete,
along with a corresponding due date for each task. Your GL
Suite system can be configured to automate every step in your
workflow process, from reviewing new applications, to license
approvals, requirements tracking, generating notices, and
managing and tracking complaints. With GL Suite, processing
applications becomes efficient and highly automated. GL Suite
tracks the overall application status along with all related
requirements, checklists, deadlines, fees, and so on using
automated features. It also automatically prevents licenses
from being issued until all requirements are met.

GL Solutions (passionately) stands for Government Licensing Solutions.
Founded by ex-regulatory administrators, GL Solutions has provided government
agencies with efficient and effective regulatory systems since 1997, delivering
the perfect blend of software, solutions, and support.

GL Suite eliminates the need for redundant data entry with its fast and efficient data entry functionality.
We understand that your agency staff hates nothing more than awkward and inefficient data entry
screens, making it hard for them to do their job. We have invested heavily in data entry controls that
make performing batch data entry and update fast and easy. For example, one of our clients has a
screen where they can select multiple records all at once to renew, then click a button which enables all
of the updates at once (including applying payment). One Screens enable users to enter large
quantities of data on a single screen, making the creation of records for a new individual or facility
simple and efficient.
 Automates the whole process and enables users to enter all data
in one place.


GL Suite automatically creates or updates the appropriate record
using the inputted information.



Configure One Screens for any number of data-entry processes.
regularly occupy licensing agency staff.

Key features:


Custom dashboards alert logged in staff of
deadlines and assigned tasks



Assign dashboards to a user, position
type, and/or security group



Tasks can be color-coded to instantly
inform users of their status (e.g. currently
due, past due, no due date, etc.)



Records, individuals, tasks, and cases
listed in the dashboard can be hyperlinked
directly to the associated record



Managers or administrators can quickly
set up or modify all screens, menus, and
business rules to reflect changes in your
workflow



Dashboards display all work currently in a
staff member’s name, complete with clickthrough links to directly access tasks



Create batches for printing or emailing

Configure business rules to automatically
assign the task to the next person in line

based on date range, license status, etc.

when status is updated



GL Solutions provides GL Suite, the configurable and highly-flexible software
system successfully implemented many times over, to support certification,
licensing, permitting, inspections, investigations, compliance, enforcement, and
case management activities in various regulatory environments.

